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CP Pathway updates
1. A guided tour on our website
2. Learnings from the survey (6 respondents):

▫ 4 have less than 20% of investees who signed-up, the others don't
know
▫ 2 require CP Commitment & 1 assessment as well
▫ 2 have used our webpage for prospection
▫ Suggestions: improve web info and have more training material

3. A few stats:
▫
▫
▫
▫

39 signatories to the Joint Statement
69 FSPs committed to implement – well spread across regions
Only 4 of them have joined without having submitted assessment
Out of which 26 Certified FSP (active)
 2 Silver - 5 Gold
 Represents 1/3 of the 79 active certifications around the world

4. Let's hear some testimonies

Quotes from investors
"Provides us with reassurance that
institutions will be adopting best
practice in terms of client protection
Also useful for communications
with external parties when discussing
client protection."
'The standardization is great, and
it's good that it encourages
continuous improvement.'
"Providing a definition of industry
best practice with regard to Client
Protection."

"The Pathway helps us ensure that
client protection remains an
important concern of our investees
so that our indirect beneficiaries
are protected enough."

Responsible pricing
There are 4 quantitative indicators – mixed with qualitative analysis:
▫ APR of major loan products is within +/- 15% of peers
▫ LLER (Loan Loss Expense ratio) is below 5% of average assets
▫ Opex (Operating expense ratio) is not more than 6.5 points above expected Opex (multi-factor
model that estimates the expected OpEx given key factors of the FI and its operating context)

▫ ROA (3-year average) >
Level of profits where more
qualitative analysis is required

▫ Outside the green range, Certifiers would need to provide a valid justification:
▫ "A high ROA does not necessarily constitute excessive profit. There may be many reasons why
profits would fall in this range that are perfectly consistent with appropriate pricing." Rozas D.,
Assessing price fairness, 2016

▫ --> Any strong reserves about these ROA ranges
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DRAFT

Promoting standards & practices for
responsible inclusive finance

Social and Environmental
Performance Management
for Responsible and Inclusive
Financial Services
Corporate presentation

DRAFT
Building partnerships to address inclusive finance needs

Founded in
2005
501(c) (3) licensed in USA and
Luxembourg

Membership organization:
4,400+ associated members,
80 paying members, 9 project sponsors,
3 core donors

Founded in
1998
French non-profit

Promote responsible
behavior of inclusive finance
providers and purpose driven
organizations

Funded by global public and private
entities

Create positive outcomes for
low-income people

Operating budget (2020): $2M

Key activities: develop and maintain standards,
manage grant facilities for standards implementation,
convene diverse international stakeholders

Operating budget (2020): $1M

Key activities: develop social audit tools, research and
publish on best practice in responsible finance, build local
capacity for social audit around the world
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DRAFT

The ideals that drive us…

Innovation

Neutrality

Trusted

Global partners

CommunityRespect
Solidarity

Collaboration

Field driven

Advocacy

Reputation
Common
Inclusive
language
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Keeping it all together: shaping consensus in the financial
inclusion galaxy
DRAFT

Fund managers
Regulators

Asset owners and
investors

Financial service
providers

Standard
setters

Donors
Clients

Social
businesses

Promote best practices

Facilitate knowledge sharing

Coordinate stakeholders

Philanthropic investors
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Global outreach validated by markets

DRAFT

4,400

1,700

95

Individual members

Organizations

Countries

1,250

Audits performed

633

FSPs
assessing and reporting
using SPI4

40

Investors using ALINUS for
due diligence and ongoing
monitoring
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The challenge we share

DRAFT

Social and environmental performance management* lacks
high-quality standardization and clarity
1

Businesses seek guidance

They are challenged to manage their businesses in ways that meet social strategies

Investors and donors need assurance

2
3

They need to guarantee that their investments achieve social and environmental strategies, customer
outcomes and impact

Consumer protection regulation is still inadequate, and market conduct weak
Many purpose-driven organizations work in markets with loose regulations

General public is unaware or skeptical

4

Other stakeholders and the general public need education on the effectiveness of social and environmental performance
management

* Social and environmental performance management refers to the systems that organizations use to put clients and the environment at the center of all strategic and operational decisions and align their
policies and procedures with responsible business practices.
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Our solution to meet the needs of the sector

DRAFT

Knowledge platform

We provide resources, peer learning for FSPs, investors, FSP networks and
national associations on social and environmental performance

Universal Standards

We strive for developing and maintaining
harmonized ‘social’ and environmental
standards that provide concrete
implementation steps to improve business
practices

We are convenors, connectors and facilitators of
a global community by playing a key
communication and coordination role.

We design a wide range of

Champion and Advocate We
foster social performance and consumer
protection in emerging economies and
among regulators.

tools, guidance and services including audits, assessment,

consulting services that promote responsible investment choices, and lead to
social, environmental and customer outcomes.
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From values to standards: our end to end approach

Standard
Setter
Universal
Standards, WGs1,
Annual meetings

1

1

2

2
Standard
promoter
RIFF2, webinars,
trainings, resource
center

Practice
assessment
SPI4, Alinus

3

4
Practice
improvement
RIFF, webinars,
trainings, resource
center

Reporting and
benchmarking
SPI4 and CP
Pathway results
and benchmark

5

DRAFT

6
Practice
demonstration
CP Pathway
achievements,
webinars, trainings,
resource center

Working Groups currently active: Social Investor, Outcomes, Green Finance, Customer Empowerment, Digital Financial Services Standards
Responsible Inclusive Finance Facilities offer co-funding opportunities in four regions (i.e., Africa, Middle East, Southeast Asia, Central America) .
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DRAFT

Universal Standards contribute to SDGs achievement
The Universal Standards* support
the achievement of the SDGs
Our work builds to measuring and
understanding the results in the
lives of end-customers,
understanding the work conditions
and experience of employees, and
the effects on the environment,
which are fundamental to the
accomplishment of many of the
SDGs.

* A complete guide of best practices to help financial service providers (FSPs) put clients and the environment at the center of all strategic and operational decisions and align their policies and procedures
with responsible business practices.
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Client Protection Pathway

DRAFT

Achieving client protection, one step at a time

The Client Protection Pathway
describes the steps that an FSP can
take to improve its client protection
practices and communicate this
progress to investors.
The Pathway gives providers a
roadmap for implementing the Client
Protection Standards and helps them
stay on track.
It allows to demonstrate progress and
achievement thanks to a transparent
certification scheme.
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Diversified funding streams
Strong and diverse pool
of reliable funders

Large base of paying
institutional members

DRAFT

Diverse base of paying
private sector members

A selection of funders and members are presented here, the list is not exhaustive.
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Priorities for the next three years (2022-2025)
1

2

DRAFT

Branding and Website Refresh

Communication strategy
Demonstrating the value

3

4

5

(Universal standards 10th years anniversary)

Deepening Learning and Work in Markets

Addressing sustainability
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Meeting the needs of the market
Meeting the needs of asset
owners and investors
Universal
Standard
s

Adapt and define the
standards for the target
investees

DRAFT
The role you can play in
the ecosystem

Endorse and embed the
standards in your operations

SPI4

Tool for evaluation,
monitoring and reporting
purposes

Include our tools in your regular
due-diligence and reporting
process. Use our benchmark to
compare performances

Working
Group

Contribute to the global
dialogue, advance
responsible investment in
financial inclusion

Join and be a proactive member of
our Social Investor Working Group
(SIWG)
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DRAFT

Promoting standards & practices for
responsible inclusive finance

Thank you
Contact details: name@sptf
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DRAFT

ANNEXES
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A common vision and mission

Vision

Mission

DRAFT

Responsible, transparent, sustainable, and inclusive market
systems that achieve positive outcomes for low-income
people, their communities, and the environment

To support financial service providers, social businesses,
impact investors, donors, and regulators to achieve their
social and environmental strategies.
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Our solution:

We foster a global community
to create value for customers,
employees, the environment
and communities and to
pursue commercial success.

DRAFT

Our Universal Standards for
Social and Environmental
Performance Management
provide concrete
implementation steps on how
to achieve balanced
performance.

We offer a range of tools,
guidance, and services that
promote consumer protection,
improve business practices for
social performance, strengthen
responsible investment choices,
and lead to social,
environmental and customer
outcomes.

We are a passionate,
committed and dedicated
team that runs a cost-efficient
operating model.
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The Universal Standards for
Social and Environmental
Performance Management

Standard Setter

DRAFT

Standard promoter

A complete guide of best practices to help financial
service providers (FSPs) put clients and the
environment at the center of all strategic and
operational decisions and align their policies and
procedures with responsible business practices.
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Tools to measure, manage and
demonstrate
the social and environmental performance
CERISE's tools enable every type of impact
organization to assess and improve their
social performance.

They are the result of careful work and coconstruction with our partners over the
years: identification of needs, development
and continuous improvement by CERISE
based on user feedback.

Social audit tool for
financial service
providers – Aligned with
the Universal Standards
for Social Performance
Management, Client
Protection Principles and
Green Index

Social due diligence
tool for investors in
inclusive finance – A
sub-set of SPI4,
developed by and for
social due diligence
and monitoring

Micro-level indicators
for SDGs Targets for
impact-driven
organizations to measure
their contribution to the
SDGs

Impact-driven investor
assessment – Social
strategy assessment tool
for impact investors

Practice assessment
DRAFT
Practice improvement
Practice demonstration

Social business
scorecard – An
assessment tool for
social businesses to drive
their performance

Social due diligence tool
for investors in social
businesses – A sub-set of
SBS, co-created with
investors for streamlined
social business screening

All tools are available for free access.
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The Responsible Inclusive Finance (RIF)
facilities managed by SPTF

Practice assessment
DRAFT
Practice improvement
Practice demonstration

• Africa and the Middle East (RIFF-SSA/MENA)
• Southeast Asia (RIFF-SEA)
• Latin America and the Caribbean (RIFF-CAC)

Where

What

Co-financing opportunities for:
• Training activities on responsible inclusive finance, digital financial
services, and consumer protection
• Institutional assessments
• Upgrade projects to help implement the Universal Standards

Funders
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SPI4 market validation

869

# validated audits

DRAFT

790

# SPI4 fully
completed

40

# SPI4 Alinus
completed
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SWOT Analysis

DRAFT

STRENGTHS
•
•
•
•

S

Reputation for living our values, working partnership and collaborative action
Experience with diverse and committed partners in the Global South and operations from the Global North
Focus on implementation, concrete practice
Cost-efficient operating model. Committed, passionate and competent team

WEAKNESSES
•
•
•

W

Resource constraints, making multiple, urgent priorities challenging
Improvable communication and branding
Ineffective messaging of core value proposition

OPPORTUNITIES

O

•
•
•

Unprecedent interest and public sentiment about Environment, Social and Governance
Flexibility to adapt and innovate with agility on environmental standards, digitization, and customer outcomes
Unique niche of supporting providers and investors to bring their social strategies to action and implementation

THREATS

T

•
•

Low brand recognition and visibility
Multiple platforms, frameworks and tools in this space with ongoing and new initiatives
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Positioning and differentiation

DRAFT

Competitive alternative
Large and well recognized player offering
standards for various market segments

What is it

Primary differentiation

A community of practice that create common
standards and tools for aligning, measuring and
proving compliance with social and environmental
performance management metrics

South-up approach, constant refinement
of the practices, accessible and
actionable implementation

Target segment

Key benefit

3

Financial service
providers, asset owners,
investors, donors,
regulators, standard setters

2
1

Foster fast progress, step by
step approach, easy
identification of compliant
and committed providers

4
5
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Universal Standards positioning
IFC Performance Standards on
Environmental and Social
Sustainability

Sustainable Finance Disclosure
Regulation and the Taxonomy
Regulation

Industries covered

Declaration of the International
Labour Organisation on
Fundamental Principles and
Rights at Work

WORK IN PROGRESS

DRAFT

OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises
(MNEs)

Operability
31

DRAFT

The next three
years priorities
(2022-2025)
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Strategic activities

Standards, Products,
Services and Tools

Standards development and harmonization
Client Protection Pathway
Digital Financial Services Standards
Social and environmental Performance
Tools,SPI4, ALINUS Customer Outcomes
(e.g., SDG)
• Advisory services, audits, assessment
• Customized research, analysis, benchmarks
• Technical Resources
•
•
•
•

DRAFT

Communications,
Learning, Member
Engagement

• Communications strategy and work
plans, branding, website
• Curated and packaged messages
• Working group engagement
• Peer Exchange and learning
• Convening

Market and Global
Influence, Innovations

•
•
•
•

Market work in Regional Facilities
Global engagement
Knowledge Resource Center
Innovations in Environmental
Standards through RIF
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Partners we are working with

DRAFT

Contribution to the Sustainable Finance disclosure regulation
with the European Commission
Developing Client Protection Code of Conduct with National
Bank of Cambodia
Training to regulators in Senegal on social performance
audit tools and resources to assess and improvement over
time
Co-hosting webinar and training series with ILO for improving
responsibly human resources management during digital
transformation
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Our sustaining members

3

Core funders

DRAFT

89

95

Paying and
contributing
members

CERISE # Clients
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Meeting the needs of the market
The role you can play in
the ecosystem

Meeting the needs of
standard setters
Inclusive
Finance
sector

Share the knowledge
acquired in the sector

Universal
Standard
s

Raise awareness, integrate
the standards in existing
and new frameworks

Implementation

Provide concrete
implementation to meet
the objectives of the highlevel principles

DRAFT

Leverage the experience of
the inclusive finance sector

Embed the standards in the
regulation

XX
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Meeting the needs of the market
Meeting the needs of donors
and philanthropic investors
Universal
Standard
s

Adapt and define the
standards for the target
investees

SPI4

Exploit the tool for
evaluation, monitoring and
reporting purposes

RIFF

Co-financing opportunity to
foster the social and
environmental
performance of responsible
financial service providers

DRAFT

The role you can play in
the ecosystem
Endorse and embed the
standards in your operations

Include our tools in your regular
due-diligence and reporting
process. Use our benchmark to
compare performances

Support the enlargement of
the facilities in the regions
of your interest
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Concluding Announcements
Stay connected!
Would you like to receive the notifications of upcoming events, tools and
resources? Sign up for our newsletter at www.sptf.info!

New Universal Standards
released in February 2022!
Download the newest standards:
https://sptf.info/universal-standards-forspm/universal-standards

